
Obaby Drops from $4.99 to FREE for Limited Time 
Special Mother’s Day Edition of Obaby, Sponsored by Hyland’s Baby Teething 
Tablets, Includes New Artwork for Celebrating Mother’s Day !

CAPE TOWN—Obaby, the app for telling beautiful baby stories with handcrafted artwork on 
photos, has gone free for Mother’s Day. Normally priced at $4.99, this special Mother’s Day 
edition of Obaby includes 22 beautiful new illustrations for celebrating moms. !
“We made Obaby to celebrate little lives, and these special Mother’s Day illustrations 
celebrate all the moms who make those little lives happen,” said Aaron Marshall, the app’s co-
creator and designer.  !
“Moms make beautiful baby stories. We love them. We’ve decided to thank them this year by 
giving them our app for free,” Marshall continued. “We also included artwork for everyone 
else to thank the moms in their lives.” !
The new Mother’s Day overlays are sponsored by Hyland’s Baby Teething Tablets, and 
designed by artist Kelsey Cronkhite. !
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I H T S F E A B M L 
Each download of Obaby includes 300+ custom-made illustrations in addition to the limited 
time Mother’s Day artwork, with another 350+ illustrations available via in-app purchases 
(including a one-time “unlock all” option for $9.99). All of Obaby’s other illustrations may be 
viewed at the app’s website, ObabyApp.com.  !
To help others join in the Mother’s Day gift-giving, the folks at Obaby have also dropped the 
price of Obaby+ from $14.99 to $9.99. Obaby+ is just like Obaby except there’s no artwork 
to unlock, because all 650+ illustrations, plus all future additions, are already included.  
Obaby+ may be gifted from the App Store by pressing the share button then the gift button. !
This Mother’s Day edition of Obaby, sponsored by Hyland’s Baby Teething Tablets, includes:  !
• A limited time price drop (beginning May 8) for Obaby from $4.99 to free. 
• A limited time price drop (beginning May 8) for Obaby+ from $14.99 to $9.99.  
• 22 beautiful new illustrations for celebrating moms. !
For more on Obaby, please see the app’s press kit and the Obaby website and Instagram 
account. Contact Aaron Marshall directly at aaron@overllc.com or +1 (503) 505-6823.  
The folks who made Obaby also made Over, the app for adding text and artwork to photos.
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